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A Greedy Branch-and-Bound Inclusion-Exclusion
Algorithm for Calculating the Exact Multi-State
Network Reliability
Wei-Chang Yeh, Member, IEEE
Abstract—In this study, a new IE (Inclusion-Exclusion Principle)
involving some intuitive properties that characterize the structure
of the intersections of -minimal paths ( -MP)/ -minimal cuts
( -MC), and the relationships between -MP/ -MC is developed
to improve the IE for calculating the exact multi-state network
(MSN) reliability. The proposed IE (called the Greedy-B&B-IE)
developed first a greedy procedure for reordering -MP/ -MC to
speed up the procedure in detecting & deleting dominated terms.
Then, a Branch-and-Bound (B&B)-based technique is proposed
to implement the IE to reduce the number of intersections, and
decrease the number of multiplications required for calculating
the probability value of each term.
Index Terms—Branch-and-bound, -minimal path/cut, greedy








Greedy-B&B-IE The proposed Greedy Branch-and-Bound
Inclusion-Exclusion Algorithm
BFS/DFS Breadth/Depth First Search
NOMENCLATURE
Network reliability the probability that the required
amount of flows can be transmitted
from the source node to the sink node.
MP/MC an arc set such that if any arc is
removed from this path/cut, then the
remaining set is no longer a path/cut.
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1The singular and plural of an acronym are always spelled the same.
-MP a system-state vector
is a -MP iff
the total flow from node to
node under the system-state
vector in is , where
, and there
exists no other distinct -MP, say ,
s.t. with .
-MC a system-state vector
is a -MC iff
, where is an MC, and
there exists no other distinct -MC,
say , s.t. with .
Dominated a branch
is dominated by the branch
if




where for all and (2)





B&B sub-tree a parent node, and all its
offspring-branches in the B&B
tree.
NOTATION
the number of elements in set , e.g.,
is the number of nodes in .
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a connected network with the
node set
, the arc set
,
denotes the max-capacity of the th
arc, and and are the specified source
node and sink node, respectively.
, the value in the th coordinate of the
th -MC, and -MP, respectively.
, , and
are the th
-MC, and -MP, respectively.
, the th -MC ( -MP), and the number
of -MC ( -MP) if the network
reliability is calculated in terms of
-MC ( -MP), respectively.
underlined subscript indicates the
corresponding value or state vector
with respect to the -MC ( -MP) in
the th position of the 1st level in the
proposed B&B tree, respectively, if
the network reliability is calculated in
terms of -MC ( -MP).
iff for all
, where , and are
the intersections of -MC (or -MP).
the probability of .
, , and
.
theprobabilityof thestate in the tharc.
, The maximal element, and the minimal
element in set .
is a branch
in the B&B tree s.t. precedes
if .
s.t. is
dominated by for some
.
s.t. is
dominated by if ,
and is sequenced using the proposed
greedy procedure in Section III, where
for some , and .
if





i.e. the th coordinate is a
cardinal-coordinate, for all -MC
( -MP)
precedes -MC ( -MP)
.
the set of all cardinal-coordinates in .
I. INTRODUCTION
I N this study, we focus only on the IE for the MSN in termsof the known -MP/ -MC. It is well known that the IE is
not efficient in either the number of terms obtained or the run-
ning time when compared with all other existing methods for
evaluating binary-state network reliability. However, there is
not enough evidence showing that IE is the worst technique
for calculating MSN reliability. The IE also plays an impor-
tant role in many areas of mathematics such as combinatorics,
number theory, probability theory, and statistics [1]–[9]. It pro-
vides a way of methodically counting the union of possibly
non-disjoint sets in terms of the intersections of all subsets. Let
be a collection of finite sets, and rep-
resent the set of -fold intersections of members of , e.g.
contains all possible intersections of three sets chosen from .
Then
(3)
Developed from the above simple but fundamental concept
of Set Theory, the IE is the most convenient, and simplest tech-
nique discussed in the literature at length for evaluating the net-
work reliability, and network reliability bounds for all given
MP/MC/ -MP/ -MC. However, traditional IE need to obtain all
the terms in (3). Even for a binary network, computing (3) is
NP-hard [9]. This is a drastic limitation of “classical” IE. Thus,
there is a need to investigate improvements of the IE for calcu-
lating MSN reliability.
II. ASSUMPTIONS
Each node is perfectly reliable. In a binary-state network,
each arc has two possible states: working, or failed. In a multi-
state network, the capacity of each arc is a non-negative in-
teger-valued random variable according to a given distribution.
The arc states are statistically independent. The network is free
of self-loops, and connected when each arc reaches its maximal
capacity. All flows in the network obey the conservation law,
i.e. inflow equals outflow for each node .
III. THE PROPOSED GREEDY-B&B-IE
The proposed B&B tree is constructed using the following
rules if the proposed dominance laws are not considered.
Rule 1: Each branch is constructed according to the order
of -MC/ -MP such that no two branches are formed by
the same -MC/ -MP.
Rule 2: All -MC/ -MP are in the 1st
level of the B&B tree.
Rule 3: is a branch in the th
level of the B&B tree if for .
Rule 4: is an offspring-branch of branch
if .
Rule 5: is a brother-branch of branch
if .
Some properties related to the number of branches in the
B&B tree or sub-trees are listed below without considering all
dominated branches.
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Property 1: The total level, and number of offspring-
branches of branch are , and
, respectively.
Corollary 1: If is the th node in the 1st level , then
it has offspring-branches, and the last offspring-branch
is in the th level.
Corollary 2: If is the last node in the 1st level, then it has
no offspring-branch in the B&B tree.
Property 2: The total number of branches including -MC/
-MP , e.g. , and , is .
In general, there are two major search schemas for con-
structing the B&B tree: the breadth first search (BFS), and
the depth first search (DFS). Generally, BFS is more efficient
than DFS in running time, but it needs an exponential size
of space to store the branches. Moreover, the proposed two
dominance laws (see Properties 4 and 8 in Section III) are easy
to implement using BFS. However, the DFS needs at most
space to store all current considered branches. Therefore,
we combine the advantages of both BFS, and DFS to create a
new strategy for searching the B&B tree. We will give details
around the above idea further at the end of Section III.
The following property forms the basis of the proposed
Greedy-B&B-IE for calculating (3) in a recursive manner to
reduce the number of intersections in each term in Theorem 1.
Property 3: If for all ,
where , then
(4)
is a child-branch of for all .
Theorem 1: Let , and be the
th element in for all for
. Then, (3) can be calculated with time complexity
as
(5)
The value of is equal to in the worst case, i.e.
. Theorem 1 is a signifi-
cant improvement. Two power dominance laws are developed
below to increase the efficiency of Theorem 1 furthermore.
The bound is defined as the number of -MC ( -MP) in the
branch in this study, and bounds are included implicitly in the
proposed procedure to construct the B&B tree. The first domi-
nance law (called the vector dominance law) is given to delete
redundant B&B sub-trees as soon as possible from the entire
B&B tree without spending time on searching the corresponding
intersections & probabilities. Important relationships between
branches and their dominated branches are clarified in the fol-
lowing.
Property 4: (The Vector Dominance Law) If a branch
is dominated
by branch ,
then for all -MC ( -MP) with
.
Corollary 3: If branch was
dominated by its brother-branch , then
, where
. Moreover, can be
removed from any offspring-branch of .
From Property 4, we have the following dominance law. This
dominance law explores a special relationship between brother-
branches, and it is implemented in the proposed algorithm to
reduce the number of terms in (3).
Property 5: Any dominated branch, and all its offspring-
branches can be removed from the B&B tree without affecting
the result.
The following corollary derived from Property 5 can also be
served as another dominance law (between parents and chil-
dren), especially if the B&B tree is generated based on DFS.
Corollary 4: If branch is equal to any one of its children,
then branch , and its entire offspring-branches can be removed
from the B&B-tree without affecting the result.
Theorem 2: Let , and
be the th element in the non-dominated set
for .
Then (3) can be calculated as
(6)
The following statements show the effect of Theorem 2.
Corollary 5: The total number, and level of off-
spring-branches of is at most , at most
terms in (6), and the time complexity to calculate (3) is reduced
to at most after using (6), where
.
Corollary 6: The total level, and number of off-
spring-branches of branch are ,
and , respectively.
The following property is a basic characteristic for the
-MC/ -MP. It implies that Theorem 2 does not affect the 1st
level, i.e. -MC/ -MP, in the B&B tree.
Property 6: If , and are two distinct -MC/ -MP, then
, and do not dominate each other.
The following property is implemented in the proposed
method to simplify the calculation of the values of all in
(3).
Property 7: If there are distinct coordinates between &
, then there are at most distinct coordinates between
, and .
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and
(9)
The th coordinate of all offspring of branch are the
same for all . Hence, there is no need to find the
coordinates of all corresponding offspring if these cardinal-
coordinates are known. This result not only saves the time used
to find coordinates, but also reduces the time to calculate the
multiplication in finding the corresponding probability values.
The following theorem is utilized in the proposed algorithm to
compute each term. In essence, it implements Properties 7 and





where for all , & all off-springs of , but
doesn’t consider any coordinate in , and
if is an -MP
if is an -MC.
(10)
Corollary 7: If it takes to calculate , then it will
reduce to at most after using The-
orem 3.
Corollary 8: The total number, and level of off-
spring-branches of are at most , and at most
terms in (3); and the time complexity to calculate
(3) is reduced to at most
after using Theorems 2 & 3, where
.
Corollary 9: There are at most levels in the B&B sub-tree
starting with , where is the smallest integer number s.t.
.
Corollary 10: There are at most levels in the B&B tree of
binary networks.
At the beginning of the proposed Greedy-B&B-IE algorithm,
a new order of the -MC/ -MP is constructed according to a
simple greedy procedure. The sequence of -MC/ -MP added
into the B&B tree will affect the proposed dominance laws.
Therefore, a greedy procedure is proposed to help find the better
sequence of -MC/ -MP to reduce more branches (terms) as
early as possible in the B&B tree. In this greedy procedure,
Fig. 1. An example network.
is arranged before if any one of the following conditions is
satisfied:
(11)
If none of the above conditions are satisfied, i.e. ,
, and , then break the tie arbitrarily.
The details of the proposed Greedy-B&B-IE are described in
the following steps.
STEP 0. Rearrange the order of -MC/ -MP according to
the greedy procedure discussed above.
STEP 1. Let for , and go to
STEP 4.
STEP 2. Find , , and .
STEP 3. Let be the complete non-dominated
set in for all ,
, and .
STEP 4. If , then find , ,
, and go to STEP 3.
STEP 5. Find , , and let
.
STEP 6. If , let ,
,
, and go to STEP 4. Otherwise, ,
and halt.
The correctness of the proposed algorithm follows directly
from Theorems 1–3, and we have the following theorem.
Theorem 4: The above algorithm locates the corre-
sponding disjoint product with time complexity
for for all , where
.
IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
The bridge network in Fig. 1 was the most frequently cited
example, and it was selected to demonstrate the proposed al-
gorithm for calculating in terms of all known 3-MC. All
3-MC, and the summaries of the dominated branches according
to the proposed greedy procedure are described with respect to
the value in Table I.
Therefore, the new order is , , ,
, , , , and . Next,
the procedure following the proposed Greedy-B&B-IE is listed
as follows. Note that the value of each coordinate will be put
in a box if it reaches its minimum for the first time; then it will
be replaced by a box. For example, in the following STEP 1,
because the 3rd & 4th coordinates are all
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Fig. 2. Final results of example 1 with the cardinal-numbers.
TABLE I
SUMMARIES OF S , S , S , S , S , S , AND S




STEP 1. Let , and .











STEP 4. Because , and
, let ,










STEP 4. Because , and
, let ,
, ,





STEP 4. Because , go to
STEP 5.
STEP 5. Let , , and
.
STEP 6. Because , let ,
, , and go to
STEP 4.
STEP 4. Because
, go to STEP 5.
STEP 5. Let , ,
and .
STEP 6. Because , let ,
, , and go
to STEP 4.
STEP 4. Because ,
and , let
, , and





The results for computing the network reliability of the example
using the proposed algorithm are listed in Fig. 2. The numbers
in the 1st, and 2nd columns of the box in Fig. 2 denote the corre-
sponding -MC added in the branch, and the state vector, sepa-
rately. Besides, the state vector is expressed without separation
by parentheses or commas, e.g. . The final
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reliability is 0.611415, and the general symbolic reliability func-
tion is , where
(12)
The total number of terms, multiplications, and intersections
in (3) are 255, 1275, and 4096, respectively. However, only
51 terms, 180 intersections, and 90 multiplications are used after
using the proposed algorithm.
V. CONCLUSIONS, AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, a new algorithm involving the IE, B&B, and
greedy procedure for the MSN reliability evaluation in terms of
the known -MP/ -MC was developed. The proposed method
is an improvement on the other IE methods known by the au-
thors in the following three ways: 1) the number of terms is re-
duced after using the greedy procedure, and the dominance law;
2) each intersection of -MC/ -MP needs only one comparison;
and 3) the multiplication for calculating the probability of each
term is simplified if the cardinal-coordinates are found.
There may be thousands of nodes/routers involved in today’s
Internet, so it is impossible to use the proposed algorithm with
limited time to calculate the exact network reliability. More-
over, the Internet is very dynamic, and those parameters (such
as bandwidth/speed) are quickly changing in different sessions
even in a single session. Therefore, we plan to propose an ef-
ficient method, and provide an example of at least 50 nodes to
calculate the approximated symbolic network reliability func-
tion for the networks with quickly changing parameters in the
future.
APPENDIX
Proof of Theorem 1: From Property 3, (3) can be calculated
using (5). It takes to compute each single term in (5) if
, and are calculated in
advance. Each term in (3) needs to find only one intersection if
Property 3 is used (excepted the single -MC/ -MP). The total
number of terms in (3) is . Hence, the time complexity is
.
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